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This paper1 discusses three named relationships for the Kaluli of Papua New Guinea, focusing on how 
each frames interactions for members who share them. Na:su is the specific term denoting the relationship 
between giver and receiver of bridewealth (B.B. Schieffelin 1990:50, 144; E.L. Schieffelin 1976:59-60). 
Daiyo is the specific term denoting the namesake relationship (B.B. Schieffelin 1990:116). Wi a:la:do: is a 
class of reciprocal address terms, mostly food names, that are dyadically and mutually created to express 
affection and sharing (B.B. Schieffelin 1990:136-8, 143-4, 146-7; E.L. Schieffelin 1976:56-8; Feld 1990:27- 
9). These three relationship terms and a fourth, ada:, which involves relationships of older sisters and 
younger brothers, work in ways substantially different from kinship terms (B.B. Schieffelin 1984, 1990:112- 
35, Feld 1990:20-1, 24-9, 156-8). Where kinship terms, the relationships they index, and the scenarios and 
behaviours that their voicing invokes proceed from a bio-social base, these three additional named 
relationships terms are socially created and acquired at different moments in life to express different degrees of 
obligation, sharing, and giving acquired in the course of the life cycle. These relationships bring forth special 
feelings and constitute important resources in a variety of significant social settings and speech acts, adding 
emphasis and poignancy to acts of requesting, begging, giving, taking. They signify the multiplicity of access 
and transactional networks Kaluli people develop in the course of their lives, and may be focally highlighted in 
situations where kinship relationships are by choice or necessity backgrounded in routine social interaction.

PEOPLE AND PLACE
The Kaluli are one of four subgroups who collectively refer to themselves as Bosavi kalu, Bosavi people 

(major ethnographic reports are B.B. Schieffelin 1990, E.L. Schieffelin 1976, Feld 1990). This population of 
1200 lives on several hundred square miles of tropical rain forest at 2000 feet, just north of the slopes of Mt 
Bosavi on the Great Papuan Plateau of the Southern Highlands Province. Kaluli reside in longhouse 
communities separated by an hour or so’s walk over forest trails. Each community is made up of about 60-80 
people. Kaluli are swidden horticulturalists; they maintain large gardens and process sago as their staple 
starch. Protein is supplied by small game, wild pigs, birds, and fish.

Traditionally no occupational specialisations, stratifications, ranks, professions, ascribed or achieved 
statuses formed the basis for social differentiation. This was also a generally egalitarian society in matters 
economic and political. With no appointed or elected leaders, speakers, chiefs, bosses, or controllers, Kaluli 
people hunted, gathered, gardened, and worked to produce what they needed, taking care of themselves and 
their associates through extensive cooperation in food sharing and labour assistance. There was little 
inequality in material rewards for goods or labour because the goods were the only products; sharing in labour 
or production continually positioned people within reciprocity groups built upon kin, extended family, or 
friendship ties. There was also little accumulation of goods, rewards, or prestige, and no highly valued jobs 
or roles automatically rewarded by prestige or material objects. In such a system, egalitarianism refers to a 
general lack of deference to persons, roles, categories, or groups based on power, position, or material 
ownership.

This pattern began to break down with the advent of colonial government contact, particularly in the 
1950’s. But it was evangelical missionisation which brought sweeping changes to the area beginning in the 
mid-1960’s but principally in the early and mid-1970’s, followed by a new wave of national government 
impact in the late 1970’s and through the 1980’s. Presence of airstrips, a hospital, schools, aid post stations, 
mission station, as well as government development personnel and particularly local pastors has introduced 
forms of deference based on ascribed and achieved status, and forms of differentiated wealth, particularly with 
a cash base. These changes have had a significant and escalating impact on the nature of stratified social 
categories in Bosavi life.

While Kaluli men and women had different and often exclusive spheres of daily life (B.B. Schieffelin 
1990:37-43; E.L. Schieffelin 1976:49-50, 117-28), the degree of sexual antagonism and animosity widely 
reported in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea was and still is not present among the Kaluli. Many domains
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of control and production were and are cooperative. Nevertheless, government and mission impact have 
introduced numerous forms of gender-based inequalities that greatly amplify (if not specifically impose entirely 
new) forms of differentiation. Kaluli men and women both utilise extensive networks of obligation and 
reciprocity in the organisation of work and sociable interaction (B.B. Schieffelin 1990:246-9; E.L. Schieffelin 
1976:88-93, 1980). These networks involve important Melanesian themes: exchange, compensation, 
circulation, hospitality, and obligation, themes whose enactment and interactional dynamics are in part created 
and sustained by the use of named relationships like na:su, daiyo, and wi a:la:do:. By reviewing ways these 
relationships are constituted and the discourse scenarios that key their evocation, we will indicate some of the 
ways Kaluli actively co-create the framing of these important interactions. Such a discourse-centred view of 
social creation (enunciated more broadly for Kaluli language and culture in Feld and Schieffelin 1982) is meant 
to resonate with an enduring theme in Ralph Bulmer’s Kyaka and Kalam research: the complex relationship of 
social structure and personal experience in the constitution of Papua New Guinea’s cultures.

NA:SU
The term na.su  derives etymologically from na:, the emphatic first person possessive pronoun, and su, 

meaning compensation. Bridewealth is compensation to a family for the loss of a woman; in preparation for 
marriage the groom’s married and unmarried friends and relatives contribute to his bridewealth. After the 
marriage transaction, contributors may address husband and wife by the reciprocal term na:su (E.L. 
Schieffelin 1976:59). While the relation is shared by husband and wife, it is the man who solicits it. Once 
established it is an enduring relationship and the contributors have a claim to the future bridewealth of any 
daughter that results from the union. Thus it is a relationship marked by long term links of obligation across 
generations.

Rarely used in reference (ga:su, ‘your su’ or a:na:su, ‘his/her s u \  both grammatical but marginal), na:su is 
principally a term of address available to same and cross-sex speakers. There is no limit on the number of 
individuals who can participate in this relationship and there are no generational restrictions on who gives 
bridewealth. Additionally na:su operates both inside and outside of one’s home village. Consistent with the 
very public nature of bridewealth contribution, adults use the term openly and dramatically, particularly in 
greetings. When used between two individuals in more private contexts, na.su  is invoked softly and 
anticipates a persuasive appeal or request.

Turning to major speech acts and situations, na.su is heard often in everyday conversation in contexts of 
immediate negotiation. ‘Na:su' uttered at the beginning of a plea is more directly appealing than ‘na:su + 
personal name‘. It is delivered in a soft voice and accompanied by expressives such as wo: ‘feel sorry for 
me’. At the same time heyo ni na.su male, ‘Oh I feel sorry for you my very na:su’ exemplifies the supportive 
or condolence offering usage. These begging or requesting intonations for na:su contrast strongly with the 
loudly dramatic na. a.su! that marks face to face greeting in the public arena. An interesting extension of the 
adult usage of na.su is found in mothers’ speech to their own children. When begging or persuading their 
children to give something to do something for them, mothers can use na:su as a vocative. This is similar to 
the way they address their young children as no:, ‘my mother’ in the context of an appeal. Children however 
never respond by repeating na:su back, nor do they ever extend its use as a vocative when begging; ‘my 
mother’ is sufficient for all of their requests.

Na.su  never appears in situations where people are angry; while the talk for argument and dispute is also 
marked by codes of appeal and persuasion, na. su is never used when speech escalates to threat or insinuation. 
Likewise it is not found in what Kaluli think of as more formal and ritual performance language modes, 
namely myths and song poetics. Where it does appear quite consistently is in the women’s sung-texted- 
weeping performed at funerals or otherwise to personally mark occasions of loss. Its repeated use there 
frames the nostalgic recollection of shared experiences in terms of the na.su relationship. For example: Ni 
na:su-wo, ni na:su-wo, nani Sago se-o, ni na:su-wo\ ‘my na:su, my na:su, you and I were together at the bank 
of the Sago creek, my na:su \ Thus na:su marks a durable relationship that once given remains stable; the 
address term however largely focuses more short term interactions and situational needs.

DAIYO
Daiyo, the second term, refers to the namesake relationship. It is given at birth and generally controlled 

within each village by women, whose friendships lead to exchanging their daughters’ names. To a lesser 
extent male friendships create a similar pattern. The daiyo relationship is different from ‘senior’ and ‘junior’ 
naming in that there is an initial obligation to give a gift in return for the child getting one’s name. The pattern 
of daiyo acquisition usually goes from one generation to the next and does not skip generations. The terms 
la:su, tulu, and sulo: after the proper names indicate ‘little’, ‘middle’ and ‘elder’ and are used to differentiate 
the same named persons of the two generations.
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Due to recent contact with outside personal names via missionaries, anthropologists, patrol officers, 
innovations in the daiyo system have taken place.2 Names like Pida, Ana, Meli, Yoisuwa (Peter, Anna, Mary, 
Joshua -  patrol officer and bible names) or Missisi, Misitabilig (Missus, Mister Briggs -  the local 
missionaries) or Babi, Bage, Sidif (Bambi, Buck, Steve -  anthropologists) are current. Whether or not the 
person has received a contribution or some sort of gift from their namesake, they do not have a personal 
ongoing relationship with the person for whom they are named. This will only change if these names are 
incorporated into traditional naming sets in the succeeding generation.

D aiyo  is used equally in address and reference. The term is never used with the personal name (*daiyo 
Gigio, *gi daiyo Gigio, a:na: daiyo Gigio, indicating ‘namesake Gigio’, ‘your namesake Gigio’, ‘his/her 
namesake Gigio)’. It can be possessed in both reference and address. As a symmetrical and reciprocal 
relationship, a person has only one daiyo even though there may be people in closeby villages who have the 
same name. Given the way Kaluli extend and create relationships through the use of these terms, it is 
theoretically possible for two namesakes to make use of each other’s kinship terms in address. Thus if you are 
my namesake you can call my father ‘father’ and he can call you ‘son/daughter’, and so forth.

Turning to settings of use, daiyo, like na:su, is conspicuously absent in argument, dispute, and situations 
where negative or antagonistic feelings are being voiced. Similarly, it is frequent in conversations, greetings, 
and requests where repetition and phonological alterations mark pragmatic force. The exuberance of a loud 
face-to-face ni daiyo! ni daiyo! ni daiyo!! sets the stage for jovial and fond discussion or joking while the soft 
utterance of daiyo before an appeal, as in daiyo, ne masisi andoma, ‘namesake, I have no matches’ sets the 
scene for potentially filling an obligation. Daiyo is not used in the three more formal language modes of sung- 
texted weeping, song poetics, and myths, all of which involve more mutually created and voluntary 
relationships of sharing for framing strong social messages. Daiyo is a weaker and more socially vulnerable 
relationship; while it displays the principle of likeness as a basis for sharing, Kaluli tend to choose other means 
for initiating significant requests.

WI A.LA.DO:
Wi a:la:do: is a class of reciprocal address terms, particularly food names and secondarily body part terms, 

that are dyadically and mutually created by two people at any time in life to express sharing an affection. Two 
people can mark the special nature of their positive feelings toward each other by sharing food; thereafter they 
will call each other by the name of that food, as in ni make, ‘my bandicoot’, ni handa, ‘my landcrab’, and so 
forth. The specific term is always uttered with the preceding possessive marker. Wi a.ia .do: derives from wi 
‘name’ and a:la: ‘two of’ and -do:, ‘with’; hence ‘with two names’.

The use of wi a.ia.do: for reference appears to be extremely uncommon; if used it takes place in the context 
of neutral reports (‘I saw your mahe'). However as an address term it is quite common, and individuals use it 
to focus intimacy and bypass interactional formality. It is predominantly used between spouses, parents and 
children, and friends of the same sex. Usage between parents and children is especially affectionate and 
contributes strongly to the way children learn to share and reciprocate. In addition to food names mothers may 
call their nursing children ne bo, ‘my breast’ when the child refuses to give something which the mother has 
asked for. This reminds the child of what the mother always gives. Individuals may simultaneously have 
many wi a:la:do: relationships within and across village boundaries. Sometimes these may be fleeting or used 
for humorous effects; others may last a lifetime. Kaluli freely emphasise or deemphasise this relationship as 
they desire.

As in the case with na:su and daiyo, wi a:la:do: are utilised to bring people closer together and to emphasise 
what they share. The terms are thus not found in dispute, argument, or anger while they are frequent in 
conversation, greeting, and request. Once a wi a.ia .do: is established, the decision to replace it with a proper 
name can be an indication of distance or dissolution, however some wi a.ia.do: are particularly affectionate and 
only used at intimate or private moments between spouses. While never found in song poetics or myths, wi 
a:la:do: figure prominently in funerary sung-texted-weeping, where the mourner focuses her remembrances on 
those special things shared with the deceased in life. Sa:na:so-wo, Sa:na:so-wo, ni oga-yo, ‘Sa:na:so, 
Sa:na:so, my pandanus’ was what Madua wept for her husband as she recalled the things they had shared 
during his life. The particular strength of this and other uses of wi a:la:do: derives from the way relationships 
are transformed and mutually solidified by direct and continued sharing.

CONCLUSION
Why do Kaluli draw upon these types of relationships so often? What do the sociolinguistic dimensions of 

use tell us about linguistic means and social ends in Kaluli society? Kaluli traditional life was generally 
egalitarian, lacking in many of the pressures and influences that would promote and rationalise status 
differentiation, hierarchical organisation, personal alienation, or lack of social support. Everyday giving and 
sharing created and sustained networks of larger social exchange and reciprocity; individuals actively
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developed and modified a variety of social relationships beyond those directly established by kinship. 
Reciprocal and reversible terms for these three relationships, and the linguistic and social routines they cue and 
set into motion do not just indicate the flexibility of the system. Kin relations can be backgrounded in 
interaction thus allowing the foregrounding of mutually socially constructed relationships like the three 
discussed here. These bring forth and modulate special categories and feelings. Na:su, daiyo, and wi a:la:do: 
are resources when one needs them: they enlist aid, sympathy, support, camaraderie, and affection, all 
mediated through acts of giving and sharing. They are never associated with anger, deception or rejection, but 
rather express the immediate and generally desired states of friendship and solidarity. They are negated only 
by not being created, or, once created, by not being used. While Kaluli can go through life without daiyo or 
wi a:la:do: relationships, na.su are essential to obtain a wife. It is clear from contexts of use that Kaluli seek 
continual expansions of core social relations. They seek to develop and sustain multi ply-related and emotion- 
based bonds of friendship and sharing, particularly surrounding food and labour assistance. Creation and 
invocation of na.su, daiyo and wi a:la:do: relationships indicate the linguistic and social means to that end.

NOTES

1. An early version of this paper was presented at the panel of New Perspectives on Address and Personal Reference 
at the meetings of the American Anthropological Association, 1980. For support of our research on Kaluli 
sociolinguistics in 1975-77, 1982, and 1984 we thank the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological 
Research, the National Science Foundation, the American Philosophical Society, and the Center for Psycho- 
Social Studies. The order of author names was determined by divination.

2. There has always been a small amount of incorporation of names from spirits or faraway places, that is, names 
not given with a contribution.
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